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“When it comes to lip colour cosmetics, Chinese
consumers, especially young women, are trend-driven. In

the past few years, their purchase cycle has sped up to
follow the evolving trends. More sophisticated consumers,
such as Mintropolitans, desire genuine innovations rather

than just new colours, signifying the importance of product
innovation.”

– Alice Li, Senior Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• It is a colour/shade-led category
• Time for more liquid lip colour
• The young are driven by trend instead of innovation

While China’s colour cosmetics market is far from saturated and growing at a fast pace, lip colour
cosmetics are causing a buying frenzy among Chinese women, used by up to 96% of make-up wearers.
Market value is estimated to grow by 20% from 2017 and reach RMB 8,936 million in 2018.

This Report provides an overview of China’s lip colour cosmetics market, and analyses Chinese
women’s favour of lip colour cosmetics, in terms of product usage, factors influencing product choice,
purchase drivers, category frustrations and brand preferences, etc.
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Beauty-enhancing claims cool down
Figure 36: Fast-declining claims in the lip colour category* in 2017 over 2016, China
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Lipstick is the most popular format

Colour/shade is of greatest importance to young women

Almost half of respondents buy to try new colours

One in four respondents bought from Dior in the past year

Call for moisturising and long-lasting claims
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Figure 41: Lip colour cosmetics used in the last six months, February 2018

Figure 42: Flowfushi Lip 38°C Lip Treatment, Japan, 2017

25-29-year-olds most experimental on formats
Figure 43: Lip colour cosmetics used in the last six months, by age, February 2018

Brand first, colour after
Figure 44: Top three important factors influencing product choice of lip colour cosmetics, February 2018

Different priorities of young women
Figure 45: The most important factor influencing product choice, by age, February 2018

Colour matters regardless of income
Figure 46: The most important factor influencing product choice, by monthly personal income, February 2018

Colour is more important in tier one cities
Figure 47: The most important factor influencing product choice, by city tier, February 2018

Replacing used-up products is not the primary reason, new colour is
Figure 48: Reasons for buying new lip colour cosmetics in the last six months, February 2018

It’s important to legitimatise non-essential purchases

Young women most likely to respond to recommendations
Figure 49: Reasons for buying new lip colour cosmetics in the last six months, by age, February 2018

On average women buy more than three lipsticks/glosses a year
Figure 50: Number of lipsticks/lip glosses consumers bought in the past year, February 2018

Who buys more?
Figure 51: Number of lipsticks/lip glosses consumers bought in the past year, by demographics, February 2018

Again, colour is an important purchase driver for heavy users
Figure 52: The most important factor influencing product choice, by number of lipsticks/glosses bought in the past year, February 2018

Over a fifth of consumers have bought Dior or Maybelline in the last year
Figure 53: Top brands consumers bought in the past year (over 1% mention), February 2018

Young women buy more prestige brands
Figure 54: Top 10 brands consumers bought in the past year, by age, February 2018

Frustrations reflect a desire for long-lasting and moisturising products
Figure 55: Frustrations when wearing lip make-up, February 2018

Creasing is a serious problem for young women
Figure 56: Frustrations when wearing lip make-up, by age, February 2018

Half of respondents keep trying new colours
Figure 57: Lip make-up habits, by monthly personal income, February 2018

Factors Influencing Product Choice

Purchase Drivers

Brands Owned

Category Frustrations

Usage Habits and Preferences
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Figure 58: Reasons for buying new lip colour cosmetics in the last six months, by lip make-up habits, February 2018

Matte colours more popular, but experimentalists prefer glossy colours
Figure 59: Lip colour preference, by monthly personal income, February 2018

Figure 60: Lip colour preference, by lip make-up habits, February 2018

Young women more likely to wear lip make-up only and touch it up
Figure 61: Lip make-up habits, by age, February 2018

High earners choose their lip colours depending on occasions
Figure 62: Lip make-up habits, by monthly personal income, February 2018

It’s very common to leave some lipsticks/glosses idle
Figure 63: Lip make-up habits, by age, February 2018

Figure 64: Examples of lip top coats, UK, 2016-17

Only a small group prefer viewing try-on reviews online, but they are worth attention
Figure 65: Lip make-up habits, by age, February 2018

Figure 66: Lip colour cosmetics used in the last six months, by lip make-up habits, February 2018

Figure 67: Reasons for buying new lip colour cosmetics in the last six months, by lip make-up habits, February 2018

Lip gloss and lip and cheek colour have greater potential
Figure 68: Gaps between MinTs and Non-MinTs (as benchmark) in terms of lip colour cosmetics used in the last six months, February
2018

Mintropolitans want genuine innovations, not just new colours
Figure 69: Reasons for buying new lip colour cosmetics in the last six months, by consumer classification, February 2018

Figure 70: Retail value sales of lip colour cosmetics, China, 2013-23
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